










Core technology energy storage system ESS for solar power generation business

'ESS' is a solar electric energy storage system that functions like an auxiliary battery. 
The characteristic of solar power generation is that it can generate power during 
the daylight hours. It doesn't develop at night. In order to compensate for these 
shortcomings, electricity generated during the day is stored and then discharged 
during the required time to maximize profits.

Day-Charge Night-Discharge

By introducing the ESS business, which is essential to the renewable energy industry, it can be connected 
to various types of solar power plants to maximize profits through a stable power supply system.

Safe ESS
In order to secure the safety of'ESS','KGE' operates a 
24-hour monitoring system. It is based on a remote 
control system. When abnormality is detected, the 
customer and the engineer are notified, and the 
engineer in charge immediately dispatches to take 
prompt and accurate actions. Customer's ESS is 
always safe.

ESS has a risk of fire. The construction is delicate and 
requires expertise. Water leakage, dust, 
temperature, humidity, and electrical damage may 
occur. So the old portfolio is more important than 
anything else. Even after construction

High quality ESS



We produce our own batteries for all industries.

In the industrial battery business, which manufactures and sells batteries used in the entire 
industry according to the needs of users through an OEM method, we secure to produce 
various types of batteries such as lithium ion batteries, lithium polymer batteries, and 
lithium iron phosphate batteries.  

(Experimental charge/
discharge battery)

It constantly charges / discharges any specific current 
and voltage value that the users want, mainly 
supplied to research institutes and universities. It is 
an all-in-one type equipped with a display that can 
monitor chargers and dischargers, and has precise 
technology to conduct highly reliable experiments.  

_All in one type Battery equipped with a display, 
charger/DC Loader.

_Equipped with lithium polymer battery and BMS which 
is recognized for product reliability.

In data centers and factories operating major 
production equipment, the stable operation of UPS 
is important because power outages can lead to 
serious economic damage. The batteries used in 
UPS are designed and delivered according to the 
required capacity.

Unintrruptible Power Supply System provides power 
normally for a certain period of time to reduce data loss that 
can occur in the event of a sudden power outage.

(Uninterruptible Power
Supply System Battery)






